The Residential Exchange Program (REP) was created by Congress when it passed the 1980 Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act, also known as the Northwest Power Act. The REP was designed to provide a measure of wholesale rate parity between the cost of resources paid by residential and small farm communities served by utilities with higher-cost resources, typically investor-owned utilities, or IOUs, and the lower cost of federal power sold by Bonneville to publicly owned utilities, also called consumer-owned utilities. Through the REP, all regional residential and small farm consumers, whether served by a publicly owned utility or IOU, may gain access to the benefits from the low-cost federal hydropower system that serves the Pacific Northwest without reducing the supply from the federal system that would otherwise be used to serve public customer loads.

How it works
Under the REP, any utility in the region can offer to sell power to Bonneville at that utility’s cost for resources, called the average system cost, or ASC. Bonneville must purchase that power and in return sell an equivalent amount of power back to the utility at Bonneville’s Priority Firm (PF) Exchange rate, or PFx. The amount of power sold is equal to the utility’s residential and small farm load.

In practice, no actual power is delivered; Bonneville pays the utility the difference between the utility’s ASC and Bonneville’s PFx rate. The larger the cost difference, the greater the benefit the utility receives. Utilities must pass on the benefits received under the REP to their residential and small farm consumers as credits on their retail power bills. The cost of the REP payments is recovered in Bonneville’s power rates.

Today, Bonneville pays more than $270 million a year in REP benefit payments to several utilities across the region. They include six IOUs (Avista, Idaho Power, Northwestern, PacifiCorp, Portland General Electric, and Puget Sound Energy) and two publicly owned utilities (Clark Public Utilities and Snohomish County Public Utility District).

History of the REP
The REP originates from a congressionally brokered compromise to address disparate resource costs between public and private utilities in the Pacific Northwest. Historically, the region’s IOUs have invested and relied upon thermal generating resources to meet their retail load demands. In comparison, the federal power sold by Bonneville that went mostly to the publicly owned utilities and the direct service industrial customers (DSIs) — such as aluminum and steel plants — reflected the lower costs of the federal dams. In the 1970s, the Pacific Northwest faced a projected power shortage that would have resulted in an allocation of federal power by Bonneville to its preference power customers.

IOUs, like publicly owned utilities, also wanted to purchase the inexpensive federal power from Bonneville, but were precluded from doing so because of the “preference” provisions of law which require that...
Bonneville sell power first to public entities. Soon, stark differences between the retail rates of publicly owned utilities and IOUs throughout the region emerged. Residential customers of IOUs were paying up to three times as much as those served by publicly owned utilities. These disparities led to calls for revisions to the “preference” clauses contained in federal statutes and efforts by state legislatures to place all rural and domestic customers under the preference clause, whether served by public or private utilities.

In 1980, Congress stepped in and passed the Northwest Power Act, a sweeping piece of legislation encompassing a wide array of topics, including the REP. Through the REP, regional publicly owned utilities and IOUs could access the low cost of the Federal Columbia River Power System resources for the benefit of their residential and farm consumers.

Statutory Limits of the REP and the 2012 Settlement Agreement

Congress included certain statutory protections that limit the amount of REP costs that can be recovered from publicly owned utilities that pay Bonneville’s priority firm (PF) rate. Specifically, the Northwest Power Act requires Bonneville to perform a rate test that compares the proposed PF rate with a hypothetical rate that excludes, among other items, the cost of the REP. If the level of the hypothetical rate is lower than the proposed PF rate, Bonneville reduces the PF rate by allocating the additional costs to other base rate cost pools that apply to power sold to other firm power customers, including IOUs. The effect of this reallocation of cost is to reduce REP benefits.

Because of the complexity of the REP, Bonneville and IOUs attempted to settle the REP in 2000. Publicly owned utilities filed lawsuits over the settlements, questioning whether they violated the statutory rate protections. In 2007, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals agreed that the settlements did not provide the publicly owned utilities with the protections that Congress intended and remanded Bonneville’s power rates and the REP settlement contracts. In 2011, IOUs and representatives of most of the publicly owned utilities reached a new settlement agreement for REP payments through 2028. Bonneville, through a public process, agreed with the utilities’ settlement and signed the 2012 Residential Exchange Program Settlement Agreement. Legal challenges against the 2012 REP Settlement were also filed, but the Court sustained the settlement.

Visit the Bonneville Power Administration website to learn more about the Residential Exchange Program.